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What is Web Accessibility?

• Acessibility is the word used to describe whether a website can be 
used by all people, including those with specific disabilities.
• Usability is how easy the website is to use – the two are different, but 

linked.
• Potential disabilities that affect accessibility:
• Blindness – need to use a screenreader to interpret web pages;
• Other sight problems – colour blindness, short sightedness, 
• Hearing – can cause trouble with websites which rely on audio content.
• Motor disabilities – may lead to problems with input devices such as mice and 

keyboards.
• Cognitive disabilities – may lead to problems understanding written content.



Accessibility: Moral and Legal Aspects

• Moral obligation to make your website widely accessible:
• Include as many users as possible.
• Avoids discrimination against groups which are often excluded from 

participation in other aspects of society.
• Legal obligation for business to make their website accessible 

(Equality Act 2010):
• Any business which provides a service must make “reasonable adjustments” 

to enable disabled people to access their services.
• Requires service providers to take positive steps to provide access, not just 

avoiding discrimination. 



General rules for accessibility

• Separate style and content:
• Mark up webpages using HTML, and link to an external style sheet (we’ll see 

how to do this tomorrow…):
• This allows you to rearrange content for display while making it easily readable by users 

with disabilities.

• Provide alternative text for images, links etc.
• Make the website functional when using a keyboard.
• Use high contrast colours for important text, and avoid using 

combinations which are common for colour blindness (e.g. 
red/green).
• Consider providing subtitles or captions for videos.



Ways to make your website more accessible
• Create a readable page:

• Don’t crowd text;
• Don’t use lots of image;
• Don’t use a mix of font styles;
• Don’t try to impart too much information;
• Do make use of white space;

• Use a suitable WordPress theme:
• In the themes directory on Wordpress, you can filter by websites that are “Accessibility Ready”

• Follow the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 2.0 and make your website:
• Perceivable;
• Operable;
• Understandable;
• Robust

http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/wcag


WCAG Guidelines Principle 1: Perceivable

• “Information and user interface components must be presentable to 
users in ways they can perceive.” 
• Provides text alternatives for non-text content (e.g. images).

• Provide captions and other alternatives for multimedia.

• Create content that can be presented in different ways without losing 
meaning.

• Make it easy for users to see and hear content – use colour well, allow text 
resizing.



WCAG Guidelines Principle 2: Operable

• “User interface components and navigation must be operable.”
• Make all essential functionality available from a keyboard.
• Give users enough time to read and use content.
• Do not use content that causes seizures.
• Help users navigate and find content.



WCAG Guidelines Principle 3: 
Understandable
• ”Information and the operation of user interface must be 

understandable.”
• Make text readable and understandable – language should be machine 

discoverable.
• Use easy-to-comprehend text – avoid complex wording.
• Make content appear and operate in predictable ways.
• Guide users to avoid and correct mistakes.



WCAG Guidelines Principle 4: Robust

• “Content must be robust enough that it can be interpreted reliably by 
a wide variety of user agents, including assistive technologies.”
• Content must be able to be interpreted widely by a variety of user agents, 

including assistive technologies.
• All user interfaces should have programmatically determinable names and 

roles.



What is ”valid” web code?
• ”Valid” HTML and CSS is web code that has been checked 

to match the formal standard published by the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C).

• HTML validator: http://validator.w3.org/
• CSS validator: http://jigsaw.w3.org/css-

validator/
• Reasons for using valid code:

• Allows websites to work across the widest possible 
selection of browsers, including screenreaders.

• Improved website load times.
• Google ranks pages more highly if they use valid 

code.
• Future proofing.

http://validator.w3.org/
http://jigsaw.w3.org/css-validator/


Web design 
basics



What else do 
we need to 

consider? 

• Accessibility guidelines are a GREAT place to 
start with web design:

• Easy to read content.

• Sensible, consistent layout.

• Judicious use of white space.

• Focus on readability.

• Use HTML to make your website machine-
readable AND human readable.

• But what else can we do?

• Understand basics of layout, navigation, 
presentation.

• Pay attention to how other websites 
present similar information.



Text

• Text is still an intrinsic part of the multimedia 
experience
• Small chunks?
• Active voice?
• Passive: “Research will be presented by us”
• Active: “We will present research”

• Scannable?
• Provided information regarding and explanation 

of the interface?
• Text equivalent necessary for accessibility 
• See later session



Fonts, 
Character 

Sets, 
Typography & 

Layout

• Typography is a powerful tool 
• Layout is critical

• Character Sets
• Cyrillic, Latin, Kanji
• ASCII, Unicode

• Fonts
• Serif vs Sans Serif Fonts
• Shape (upright, calligraphic, italic, slanted)
• Weight & Size

• Jacob Neilsen, “Fancy Formatting, Fancy Words = 
Looks Like a Promotion = Ignored” 
• http://www.useit.com/alertbox/fancy-

formatting.html



The F-Shaped Reading pattern

• Eyetracking Studies 
(Nielsen, 2006) show 
that people read 
websites in an F shape

• First read horizontally 
along the top

• Second, scan down the 
page and then across

• Finally, scan the left 
hand side in a vertical 
movement

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/f-shaped-pattern-reading-web-content/



What is responsive web design?
• Allows websites to automatically 

change their layout and presentation 
based on type of device.

• May include hiding the menu, using 
flexible image sizes and flexible font 
size.

• Also uses CSS style rules to adapt the 
layout depending on screen type.

• Most obvious when comparing 
desktop and mobile sites – take a look 
at bbc.co.uk. 

• Very important now – mobile traffic 
accounts for more than half of total 
internet traffic.



Navigation

• Should be clear
• Consistent
• Use linking conventions
• Ability to return to beginning/       go back
• Ability to see place in the schema
• No “Mystery Meat Navigation”….



Graphics

• Be wary of all graphic navigation
• Size of file versus distribution 
• Usability versus graphic design
• Delivering Images to the user
• variety in size
• user choice paramount
• paradox: difficult to predict user needs regarding graphics



Final thoughts: to become a good web designer, 
you first have to become a good web critic…

• Look at a lot of interfaces to get a feel for what it out there
• Learn to analyze your own responses to sites
• Trust your instincts on what is helpful and what is not
• Learn good design from bad design!

• www.webpagesthatsuck.com
• http://www.baddesigns.com (although… bad/old website!)

• Is the interface welcoming? Do people want to stay there?



Overall Design

• Design of websites is continually developing
• You can follow trends emerging, catching on, and dying out
• How has UEA fared? Go to Internet Archive and have a look at the 

development of the UEA website over time:
• How has the navigation changed?
• What trends can you spot in:

• Menu design?
• Text layout?
• Images/Multimedia?
• Whitespace?



Evaluation and Usability Testing
• The involvement of users throughout the design process.
• Aims to improve the functionality of the site
• Design, layout, colours
• Number of ways to do this:

• Focus Groups
• Individuals
• Think Aloud Protocols
• Structure Questionnaires
• Structured Tasks

• Ideally, get 5 different users to look at your site and comment on it. See:
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/20000319.html



Usability 
Testing
• The use of an iterative design 

cycle:


